If G is a finite abelian group, R is a principal ideal domain with field of quotients an algebraic number field K which splits G, and if A is a Hopf algebra order in KG, then the Grothendieck ring of the category of finitely generated A-modules is isomorphic to the Grothendieck ring of the category of finitely generated RG-modules.
The Grothendieck group a£ of the category of finitely generated modules over a ring A is analogous to the free group generated by the characters of a finite group. If H is a Hopf algebra, then h9 is a ring-We show if R is a principal ideal domain with field of quotients K which splits G, if G is a finite abelian group, and if A is a Hopf algebra order in KG, then rgQ -aQ-Swan [6] has shown that if G is a finite group, and if R is a semilocal Dedekind domain, then rg$ -kgQ-It follows that if R is a semilocal Dedekind domain with field of quotients K, if G is a finite abelian group split by K, and if A is a Hopf algebra order in KG, then aQ -kgQ-Swan's result says that, factoring out relations induced by short exact sequences of representations, the representation theory of a group ring over a semilocal Dedekind domain is the same as the representation theory of the group algebra over the field of quotients. Our result says that, for abelian groups, the representation theory is the same for any Hopf algebra order in the group algebra as for the group ring.
If C is an abelian category, the Grothendieck group of C is defined as follows: for each object M G C there is a generator [M]; for each short exact sequence
For the remainder of this paper R will be a principal ideal domain with field of quotients an algebraic number field K. If A is an fi-algebra which is a finitely generated projective fi-module, we will denote by aC the category of finitely generated A-modules, and by aC the category of finitely generated A-modules which are torsion free as fi-modules. We will denote the Grothendieck group of aC by aQ, and the Grothendieck group of ¿_C by aQ-The embedding ¿_C -> aC induces an isomorphism ¿Q -> a9-(See [4] Therefore, we may assume that M is an irreducible A-module. We first show that dhrifcM = 1. Let Rp be the localization of R at the prime (p), and let Ap = Rp ®r A. We have that Ap is a Hopf algebra order over Rp in KG, and that M is an irreducible module over Ap. Let Ap" = hom#p (Ap,Rp). Since K splits G, Ap is a Hopf algebra order in KG. If X is a fi-module (respectively a fip-module) denote by X the fc-space k ®r X (respectively A; <Sirv X). Note that if X is an fi-module, k ®r X ~k ®rp (Rp ®r X). Following the notation and results of [3, §3] , we have a sequence of Hopf algebra maps a;+^a;^rpg/g+, which induces a decomposition r*;ç~:ç+#fcô/ô+. Let S = (RpG/G+)*. Then S C Ap is a separable Hopf algebra over Rp. Since K splits G and G, o = y^ eiRp i for orthogonal idempotents e¿. We also have that Ap = 0¿e¿Ap as rings. Each e¿M is an Ap-module, and an eiAp-module. The facts that M is an irreducible Apmodule and that M = 0e¿M imply that M -ei M for some i. This implies that M is an irreducible e¿Ap-module. Suppose that the idempotents e¿ are numbered so that e(co) = 1, and e(e¿) = 0 for i / 0. Then eoAp ~ (A*+)*. We have an action of Ap on Ap defined by / • a -S/(a(2))o(i), where / G Ap, a G Ap, and 6(a) = £a(i)®a (2) .
If 6(f) = E/(i)®/(2). then /• (ab) = £(/(i) • a)(/(2) -6).
In particular, if / 6 r(A*), the map a >-► / • a is an algebra isomorphism, since r(S*) = G/G+ is a quotient group of T(A*) = G, we can find Xi £ F(^P) satisfying X¿(e¿) = 1, and Xi(e3) = 0 if j ¿ i. Then xce2 = e0, so xl-(eiAp) = e0Ap ~ (A;+)*. Denote the Hopf algebra (A*+)* by B. The map a t-► x¿ ■ (e¿a) gives an algebra homomorphism from Ap to fi, whose kernel annihilates M. Therefore we may think of M as a fi-module. In particular, M is an irreducible fi-module which satisfies pM = 0. We have by [3, §3] that T(B ) = {e}, so that B is a pointed cocommutative Hopf algebra, so that B+ is nilpotent (where B+ = ker e denotes the augmentation ideal of B), so that (B+)1 C pB+ for some t > 0, so that (B+)*M -0. Since M is an irreducible fi-module, it follows that B+M = 0, so that M is a trivial fi-module. Since M is an irreducible fi-module, dim^M = 1.
We now show that [M] = 0 in a9-Let M = km. Then there exists an algebra homomorphism \: A -» k with am = x(a)m f°r aU a G A. Note that \ G Y (A ) = Y(Ap) = G/G+. Suppose x = <f>G+, for some <f> G G. We see that <f> maps to x under the map G -> A . Since fi splits G and G, by [2] we have that <j) G A*. 
